High-Resolution Organic Light-Emitting Diodes Patterned via Contact Printing
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ABSTRACT: In this study, we report a contact printing technique that uses polyurethane-acrylate (PUA) polymers as the printing stamps to pattern electroluminescent layers of organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs). We demonstrate that electroluminescent thin films can be printed with high uniformity and resolution. We also show that the performance of the printed devices can be improved via postprinting thermal annealing, and that the external quantum efficiency of the printed devices is comparable with the efficiency of the vacuum-deposited OLEDs. Our results suggest that the PUA-based contact printing can be used as an alternative to the traditional shadow mask deposition, permitting manufacturing of OLED displays with the resolution up to the diffraction limit of visible-light emission.
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INTRODUCTION

Contact printing is a patterning method that relies on the interfacial material transfer from an elastic stamp to a hard or soft substrate. Because of its simplicity, contact printing is often considered as the method of choice for additive micro- and nanoscale manufacturing of multilayered thin-film devices.1–6 Several studies have demonstrated successful thin film patterning of electronic components using simple interfacial material transfer with elastic polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamps. Despite its many advantages, a few limitations of the PDMS-based printing remain, specifically (i) relatively large feature sizes (tens of micrometers) due to the distortion and deformation of the low modulus PDMS stamps,7,8 (ii) limited control over the interfacial adhesion due to the constant hydrophobic nature of PDMS,9–11 and (iii) reduced efficiency of the fabricated devices due to the low quality of the printed interfacial contacts.4,12 In addition, thin film delamination/deposition mechanics in the PDMS-based printing is typically regulated by the rate-dependent effects of viscoelastic PDMS stamps.13–15 Such rate-dependent modulation of thin film adhesion requires careful optimization and control of the stamping velocity for each new printing material, and so far it has been primarily used for printing large 50–100 μm features.

Traditional OLED microdisplays use large-area white pixels with patterned color filters to produce RGB subpixels. The filters reduce light transmission by ~80%, lowering efficiency. Direct deposition of RGB emitters via shadow mask deposition through the standard fine metal mask (FMM) directly deposits and aligns individual color pixels, avoiding the transmission loss. However, FMM-based patterning has a limited resolution (>10 µm) due to the material diffusion in the gap between the mask and the substrate.18,19 Because contact printing directly transfers materials between interfaces, it avoids the diffusive limitation of the shadow mask deposition. Beyond resolution, contact printing offers two other major advantages: (1) FMMs are very difficult to scale up to large and curvilinear substrates and they are more expensive to replace compared to simple polymeric molds, and (2) shadow-masks block a large fraction of evaporated material and require frequent cleaning, leading to significant waste of organic semiconducting materials and high production cost. Previously, the PDMS-based printing was used to structure OLED components. For example, spin-coated organic electroluminescent layers were directly transferred from the PDMS stamp to create functional multilayered OLED devices.20–21 These studies demonstrated that different emitters can be used to create continuous OLEDs22 and patterned OLED chips with ~150 µm electroluminescent pixels.21 However, the efficiency of the printed devices was not comparable to the standard vacuum-deposited OLEDs, and it was noted, that the poor integrity of the printed films can lead to a low device performance.22 In another study, a flat thin PDMS layer supported on the rigid backplane was used to indirectly pattern 12 µm × 40 µm OLED pixels. It was demonstrated, that the JV characteristics of the printed and spin-coated devices with continuous emitting layers are comparable, but no comparison between the patterned devices and devices fabricated in vacuum was provided.22 Other works in this area included patterning of >10 µm OLED pixels via...
kinetically modulated quick release PDMS lift-off printing,23 and physical lamination of top OLED metal electrodes supported on the PDMS layer against electroluminescent pixels.24 To the best of our knowledge, there exist no examples of using contact printing to manufacture efficient OLEDs with pixels smaller than 10 µm.

Recently, we demonstrated that several limitations of the PDMS-based printing can be obviated by replacing PDMS with polyurethane-acrylate (PUA) elastomers. Specifically, we showed that by controlling surface polarity and stiffness of the PUA stamps, micrometer and submicrometer structures of organic monolayers and thin films can be replicated with high resolution and uniformity.25 However, our study revealed that the resulting OLEDs with printed pixels have low external quantum efficiencies (EQEs) and numerous nonemitting black areas. In that study we also investigated the relationship between the PUA composition, its physical properties and printing efficiency. Dynamic mechanical analysis demonstrated that the storage modulus of PUA polymers decreases with temperature and reaches minimum rubbery plateau at around 40−50 °C. We also examined the dependence of the adhesion of the PUA stamps on the applied pressure and temperature. We showed that the pull-off force of the patterned PUA stamps decreases as the temperature increases from 25 to 40 °C, and that it remains largely constant in the 40−75 °C range. We contributed the initial decrease of the pull-off force to the transition of the polymer from a semiglassy to a rubbery state at 35−45 °C. We also demonstrated that there is a minimal applied force that must be attained to achieve the highest possible adhesion, and that the further increase in the applied pressure does not change the force of adhesion. Our collective measurements suggest that the optimal printing temperature for the PUA polymers should be higher than 50 °C when it completely transition into the low adhesion, rubbery regime.

Here, we demonstrate that by optimizing printing conditions and via postprinting annealing the interlayer uniformity of the printed OLED layers can be improved leading to devices with significantly reduced number of nonemitting defects. We also show that the devices with the printed electroluminescent layers are comparable to the vapor-deposited OLEDs in efficiency and JV parameters. Finally, we demonstrate that the PUA-based contact printing can be used to pattern submicrometer pixels of the functional OLED devices providing a plausible pathway for manufacturing superhigh resolution OLEDs.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**OLED Printing.** In this study we used standard materials and architecture for comparison of the printed and vacuum-deposited OLEDs. All reported OLEDs had the following architecture (Figure 1): cathode: indium tin oxide (ITO) on glass; hole injection layer (HIL): 1 nm molybdenum oxide (MoOx); hole transport layer (HTL): 30 nm 1,4,7-triazacyclononane-N,N′,N″-triacetate (TCTA); emitter layer (EML): 20 nm tris[2-phenylpyridinato-C2,N]iridium(III) (Ir-ppy)3 hosted in TCTA; electron transport layer (ETL): 30 nm bathophenanthroline (BPhen); electron injection layer (EIL): 1 nm lithium fluoride (LiF); cathode: 100 nm aluminum. We first determined how the concentration of Ir(ppy)3 dopant in the host TCTA layer affects the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the vacuum deposited devices. The EQE increased with the dopant concentration from 1 to 9% and then decreased at concentrations higher than 11% (Figure S1). Accordingly, we used 10% of Ir(ppy)3 in TCTA as the EML in all subsequent experiments.

Printed OLEDs were prepared by using PUA polymer (Figure S2) as a contact printing stamp to replicate a pattern of the EML layer. The pattern is consisted of 8 µm hexagonal dots printed on the vapor-deposited TCTA HTL film. The PUA stamps were prepared by replica molding from the silicon/silicon oxide master following previously published methods.26,27 Subsequently, a thin layer (20 nm) of TCTA/Ir(ppy)3 was vapor-deposited on the stamp surface. The initial printing was conducted at 80 °C for 10 min in air under a constant load of 110 kPa. These conditions were selected from our previous studies.25 Printed substrates were analyzed via fluorescent microscopy or used to prepare OLED devices. Figure 1 shows that the fluorescent pattern of the printed TCTA/Ir(ppy)3 layer was replicated accurately on the entire substrate area (imaged in at least three different areas). The fluorescent histogram shows that the background-to-feature ratio (57:43%) of the printed layers correlates well with the corresponding ratio on the original silicon master (56:44%, Figure S3). Previously, we demonstrated using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) that the selected printing conditions yield a complete transfer of the organic thin films from the stamp to the substrate.25 To evaluate the properties of the printed contacts we examined the electroluminescent pattern of the completed OLEDs, which were prepared by vapor-depositing layers of BPhen, LiF and Al on top of the printed Ir(ppy)3/TCTA EML layer. The electroluminescent spectrum confirmed light emission from Ir(ppy)3 of the EML. The electroluminescent micrograph contained numerous continuous, circular or oval shaped dark spots (Figures 1 and Figure S3). These nonemissive defects, which have been attributed to moisture-induced cathode degradation or corrosion, are more numerous in the printed OLEDs than in vacuum-deposited OLEDs. This excessive
growth of dark spots can be attributed to the current process of EML printing in air without taking steps to preclude moisture. The differential in adhesion strength between the various layers may also result in separation of the layers during the stamp removal, consequently producing topological defects that promote dark spot growth.

**Optimization of the Printing Conditions.** To reduce nonemissive defects in the printed OLEDs, we experimented...
with the postprinting annealing conditions. In these experiments, a set of identical substrates (with the printed EML on the HTL layer) were annealed for 10 min in nitrogen atmosphere at different temperatures (80, 100, 120, 140, and 170 °C) and imaged with fluorescent microscopy using constant exposure settings. Thermal annealing at an appropriate temperature can improve the adhesion between the layers through van der Waals interactions by softening the OLED components, or it can remove moisture that remains on the substrates after the printing and air exposure. However, annealing above 150 °C (the glass transition temperature of TCTA) is expected to cause pattern deformation and possibly photoinduced degradation of Ir(ppy)_3, which can be accelerated by higher temperatures. Following the annealing, 30 nm of BPhen, 1 nm of LiF, and 100 nm of Al were deposited in vacuum to complete the devices.

Fluorescence micrographs of the annealed samples show that annealing at 80 and 100 °C does not lead to noticeable changes in the printed patterns (Figure 2). At these temperatures, they were identical to the patterns without the annealing (Figure 1). However, annealing at 120 and 140 °C resulted in a noticeable loss in fluorescent contrast. Annealing at 170 °C produced low contrast fluorescent patterns with deformed (widened) features, indicating possible material degradation and diffusive spreading.

The electroluminescent images demonstrate that annealing at 100 °C produce OLEDs with a significantly reduced number of the dark spots whereas annealing at 80 °C (same as the printing temperature) did not cause any significant changes. However, annealing at higher temperatures, 120 °C, 140 and 170 °C, produced patterns with a lower electroluminescent contrast. Annealing at 170 °C also caused noticeable electroluminescent color shift. These findings were further supported by the measured OLED parameters (Figure 2). The external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the fabricated devices was the highest for the device annealed at 100 °C. The same device also showed more accurate and uniform fluorescent and electroluminescent patterns. The device annealed at 170 °C demonstrated the lowest EQE, the highest drive voltage, and showed substantial changes in 1931 CIE x/y color parameters (color shift from green to blue), which suggest possible material degradation or a shift in the recombination zone due to the vertical diffusion between the HTL and EML layers. These experiments suggest that postprinting annealing at 100 °C leads to reduction of dark spot defects and an overall improvement in OLED device performance.

Subsequently, we examined how the printing temperature affects the pattern resolution and OLED device parameters. Previously, we have demonstrated that the PUA stamps can accurately replicate organic thin film patterns at or slightly above a printing temperature of 80 °C. Here, we examined printing temperatures at 50, 60, 70, and 80 °C, followed by annealing at 100 °C in nitrogen as in previously described conditions (Figure 3). The fluorescent images of the printed patterns were taken before the annealing step.

The electroluminescent images of the completed OLED devices and the measured device parameters contain no significant differences between the devices, suggesting that printing temperatures up to 80 °C do not cause material degradation. However, the fluorescent images show that printing at 50 and 60 °C produces patterns with nonuniform distribution of the EML material within the individual features. These features contain black areas whose arrangement appears to have certain orientation. The fact that the completed OLED devices showed no noticeable differences (including uniform electroluminescence) would suggest that the Young’s modulus of the PUA stamp at low printing temperatures remains too high to achieve a uniform contact pressure distribution. Fluorescent micrographs show that printing at 80 °C achieves the best intensity contrast between the fluorescent features and nonfluorescent background (Figure 3). These experiments and our prior results suggest that at a printing temperature of 80 °C, the PUA stamp achieves optimal elasticity for uniform replication of features with microscopic dimensions. It should be noted that the optimal modulus may be different for features with different dimensions.

The printed EML patterns were also examined with SEM and AFM to determine their surface roughness and resolution. SEM images (Figure 4) demonstrate that the printed patterns are uniform and free of surface cracks and stamping artifacts. These results are in the agreement with our previous work that demonstrated that inactive PUA stamps do not contaminate interfaces with debris or stamp marks, and that they afford clean and accurate pattern transfer with sub-100 nm resolution when used in molecular or catalytic printing. SEM analysis also revealed that the chemical composition of the EML (TCTA/Ir(ppy)) patterns is different from the HTL (TCTA) background. AFM analysis showed that the printed features have the same roughness as the background area. The AFM height profile shows that the edge resolution of the printed features is below 1 μm, suggesting the possibility of accurately replicating submicrometer objects. We note, however, that SEM and AFM imaging cannot probe the quality of the printed contacts and can only be used to assess the surface properties of the printed features.

Comparison of Printed and Vacuum-Deposited OLEDs. We compared the performance of OLED devices fabricated via contact printing and vacuum deposition. Because our vacuum-deposited devices contain continuous emitting layers, they cannot be directly compared to the patterned OLEDs where the EML is noncontinuous. To estimate the efficiency of a hypothetical vacuum-deposited device (Figure 5, PV) that has the same 43:57 ratio of the emitting and background areas as the printed OLED (PP), we measured parameters of two nonpatterned, vacuum-deposited OLEDs with (EV) and without (BV) the emitting layer. The
compositions and structures of these reference OLEDs are identical to the emitting and background areas in the printed device (PP), with the exception that all the layers were deposited via vacuum deposition. First, the current–voltage dependencies of the reference devices (EV and BV) were plotted and fitted into the polynomial equations to calculate current densities of the hypothetical PV OLED at the voltages of the printed device (PP). JV plots of the PV and PP devices show that at the same voltage the vacuum-deposited device has higher current density (lower resistance) than the printed OLED. We then calculated spectral radiances of the hypothetical PV OLED at the voltages of the PP device, using linear fits of the radiance vs current density plots of the reference EV and BV OLEDs. Finally, the calculated current densities and spectral radiances of the PV OLED were used to calculate its EQE (see Figures S4–S6 for more details).

Figure 5 shows that the EQE values of the printed PP device are similar and slightly higher than EQE’s of the hypothetical, vacuum-deposited PV OLED. This comparison suggests that contact printing and thermal annealing can produce interfacial contacts of similar quality with the traditional vacuum deposition. One potential explanation for slightly higher EQE values of the printed PP device is the difference in the light outcoupling efficiency of planar and microstructured layers.

Printed OLEDs with Submicrometer Features. Because of its potential advantages in terms of the manufacturing cost, scalability, and ability to pattern on curved and flexible substrates, contact printing is a desirable alternative to vacuum deposition in fabricating OLED devices. A major concern for contact printing has been the performance of the printed devices, which are generally inferior to equivalent vacuum-deposited devices. Our preliminary results show that by selecting appropriate stamping materials and by optimizing patterning conditions such as printing and annealing temperatures, printed OLED devices can have similar efficiencies and defect amounts as the vacuum deposited OLED devices. Another potential advantage of the contact printing is the ability to replicate submicrometer patterns.

To show advantages of our contact printing in submicrometer thin film patterning, we used PUA stamps to patterns 900 nm lines of light-emitting layers separated by 550 nm. The arrays of microgrooves on a blank polycarbonate CD disc was used as the master to prepare PUA stamps containing patterns of parallel lines. We deposited 20 nm of TCTA with 10%
Ir(ppy)$_3$ by vacuum deposition on the patterned PUA surface and used this stamp in contact printing with the ITO/MoO$_x$/TCTA substrate (same device architecture as in the previous experiments). The inked stamp was brought into conformal contact with the substrate under vacuum at 40 °C for 10 min. Printing at higher temperatures resulted in degraded resolution, possibly due to the deformations of the small features caused by the softening of the PUA elastomer. This observation is in the agreement with the literature data,$^{7,8,26,27}$ which shows that smaller features typically require stamp elastomers with higher Young’s modulus to be accurately reproduced on rigid substrates. Because PUA storage modulus can be changed from 9 × 10$^7$ to 2 × 10$^7$ Pa in the 20–70 °C temperature range,$^{25}$ our stamp material provides the ability to replicate both microscopic and nanoscopic patterns at the printing temperatures that do not cause degradation of typical organic electronic materials.

Fluorescent and SEM images of the patterns printed at 40 °C and annealed at 100 °C show that the printed features have dimensions and edge registrations comparable with the original CD pattern (Figures 6A, B and Figure S4). Subsequently, printed and annealed submicrometer patterns of 20 nm of TCTA with 10% Ir(ppy)$_3$ were used to fabricate OLED devices (same device architecture as in the previous experiments). Figure 6C shows the electroluminescent pattern of the prepared device. The total thickness of the fabricated device and the small working distance of the 50× and 100× objectives prevented us from obtaining high-resolution electroluminescent images. Nonetheless, Figure 6C clearly confirms the presence of patterned lines and shows that the fabricated device has a small number of dark spot defects. These initial results show that high-resolution OLED displays (1.4 μm pixel-pitch dimension) are potentially attainable via the PUA-based contact printing. However, many other problems such as high-resolution pattern alignment with soft polymeric stamps, top inorganic electrode interconnection without shadow mask processing, and submicrometer photolithographic patterning of curved and large-area TFT matrices have to be independently solved before such devices will become a reality.

CONCLUSIONS

Our study demonstrates that the PUA polymers can be used as contact printing stamps to pattern semiflexible organic thin films. We have demonstrated that the electroluminescent layers of organic light emitting diodes can be patterned using PUA-based printing with good uniformity (without printing defects over 3 × 3 mm$^2$ area) and resolution (900 nm lines separated by 550 nm). The reported resolution exceeds the current limit of the traditional shadow mask deposition, and, in theory, permits manufacturing of OLEDs with dpi values approaching a theoretical diffraction limit for the resolved emission from the two adjacent pixels. Our study also shows that the efficiency of the OLEDs containing printed components can be improved via thermal annealing and made similar to the EQE’s of the vacuum-deposited devices. We showed that the thermal annealing does not cause the degradation of the organic thin films, and that it does not lead to the geometrical distortion of the printed features. Together, our results serve as a firm foundation for exploring PUA-based printing in the patterning of multicomponent thin film stacks and in manufacturing of full-color OLED displays.
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